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disclosures

• Research support:Investigational hardware provided at no cost by 
Medtronic Inc.
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Stereotaxy: an old method with 
new improvements
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Standard tools for assisting stereotactic 
procedures

Lateral C-arm fluoroscopy can show 
a device reaching “arc center” in the 
AP and vertical axes 

Surgical planning software for visualization of 
target in standard planes and trajectory 
planning
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Several drawbacks to traditional frame based stereotaxy
• Limited intraoperative imaging options for verifying appropriate electrode location, other than C-

arm
• Thus most movement disorders surgery relied on detailed electrophysiologic mapping in awake patients

• A stereotactic scan – either CT or MRI – had to be obtained in radiology after placing the frame, 
but before going into the operating room
• Logistically complex, especially if sedation used for frame placement; delays the case start time
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2008: adding intraoperative cone-beam CT to stereotactic procedures
• O-arm is a portable intraoperative imaging system originally designed for spine surgery 
• We adapted it for use in cranial imaging
• Attention to head positioning in a Mayfield is critical to allow for head to be at isocenter
• O-arm is not a standard CT system– it’s a “cone beam CT” ; doesn’t use Hounsfield units

• Does not show parenchyma – only bone and metal
• Does not require a CT technologist to operate it – can be operated by surgeon with a fluoro license
• Does multiplanar 2D fluoro imaging as well as 
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Details of head positioning matter
• 360 Mayfield, turned 180 from the usual craniotomy position

For more details see Shahlaie,K et al Operative Neurosurgery 2011
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Storing different positions of imaging doughnut for 
imaging/anesthesia access, versus surgeon access

Position used for imaging, and for easier 
anesthesia access to airway

Position used for easier surgeon 
access to the head and frame

Shahlaie,K et al 
Operative 
Neurosurgery 2011
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Confirmation of electrode position by fusing a 
cone-beam CT to preop CT and preop MRI

NOTE: the O-arm 3D images are not an actual CT scan and do not show parenchyma – only bone and metal
Thus fusion with preop images is mandatory
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Can identify a misplaced lead prior to closure, or a misplaced 
microelectrode during physiological mapping
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O-arm images fused with preoperative MRI
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Several drawbacks to traditional frame based stereotaxy
• Limited intraoperative imaging options for verifying appropriate electrode location

• Thus most movement disorders surgery relied on detailed electrophysiologic mapping in awake 
patients

• A stereotactic scan – either CT or MRI – had to be obtained in radiology after placing the 
frame, but before going into the operating room
• Logistically complex, especially if sedation used for frame placement; delays the case start time
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2016: introduction of O-arm2, with expanded field of view to allow imaging of the 
stereotactic localizer (“fiducial box”) allowing a new work flow for frame based 
stereotaxy:
• Patient in operating room for 7:30 start time, without frame
• Frame placed with sedation given by anesthesia
• O-arm brought in, localizing 3D “spin” done with localizer box
• Images imported into surgical planning software (stealth or brainlab) to fuse with the 

preoperative planning images to provide frame coordinates
• O-arm left in place, sterile draping done

Furlanetti L, Stereotact Funct Nsurg 2021
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How accurate is stereotactic localization with O-arm cone beam CT 
compared with traditional CT done in radiology?

• Several publications show equivalent accuracy to traditional CT (comparing 
o-arm spin localization directly to standard CT localization)
• However, details matter: depending on your surgical planning package used 

for image fusion, you may not be able to accurately merge the Cone beam 
CT with a preop MRI without a preop traditional CT as the reference exam
• See Spatz JM et al Stereotact Funct Nsurg 2021
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Alternative solutions for intraoperative 
localization 
• Brainlab Airo portable CT scanner
• Ceretom portable CT scanner
• BodyTom portable CT scanner

Advantages and disadvantages of portable CT scanners compared to O-arm cone beam CT  

Advantages: 
-These portable CTs images show parenchyma – ventricles, hematomas

Disadvantages: 
-Airo, Ceretom,and BodyTom require a CT technologist to operate them
-narrow bore for Airo and Ceretom allows only imaging of fiducial box or immediate postop imaging without 
sterile field; intraoperative imaging during actual surgery is not practical
-does not allow multiplanar 2D fluoro
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Many other forms of intraoperative 
stereotactic localization not discussed here

Frameless neuronavigation with skull 
mounted aiming device
Holloway KL et al  J Neurosurg 2005

Interventional/intraoperative MRI with skull mounted 
aiming device
Starr PA et al J Neurosurg Ped 2014
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Summary

• Frame based stereotaxy remains one of the most accurate and versatile 
methods to deliver devices/lesions/drugs to deep brain targets
• Cone beam 3D imaging systems (O-arm) are widely available where spine 

surgery is performed
• Adapting cone beam imaging to stereotactic surgery provides:

• Improved workflow by allowing stereotactic localization in the OR without a trip to 
radiology day of surgery

• Easy multiplanar fluoro images to assess deliver of devices to arc center
• 3D image taken immediately after placement of a device, prior to surgical closure, to 

confirm accuracy
• Can be operated by the surgeon, with a fluoroscopy license
• A practice run, without a patient, is strongly recommended to appreciate subtleties 

of patient positioning
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